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A crowd of more than 700 people is gathered on Beverley Crescent, an

attractive curvature of real estate nestled in Vancouver’s Shaughnessy district.

Shaughnessy is a quiet residential area which locals describe as ‘older’, affluent

and ve)c.y respectable.

Beverley Crescent is surely not a Street where you’d expect to find a restive

crowd of demonstrators; it is a tranquil habitat. Yet here, as a warm autumn

sun shines through a moderate cloud cover from over the Pacific, on to Shaughnessy

manicured lawns, matured trees, lush shrubbery and impressive homes, a restive

crowd of demonstrators is gathered. They are listening to the recounting of a

bitter, personal tale.

It is Tuesday, October 14, 1980.

“I was taken away from my parents when I was nine years old,” the speaker is

saying to them. “I know the pain that I suffered during the time that I was away

from my people.”

Not surprisingly, the ‘people’ the speaker identifies with and speaks for are

not the homeowners of Beverley Crescent.

The speaker is Marcelline Manual, a grandmother and member of the Neskainlith

Indian Band from Chase, B.C. Along with hundreds of other Indians, the woman

joined what is described as the Indian Child Caravan a few days ago. Staged to

protest the province’s policy of placing Indian children in White foster homes,

the caravan started in Chase, which is about 500 kilometres north of Vancouver,

gathering more participants as they proceeded on their trek.

The members of the caravan have come into Shaughnessy to get a hearing from

one of the district’s most eminent residents. They have come calling on the

province’s Minister of Human Resources, Mary McCarthy, who is also British
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Columbia’s deputy premier.

It was Marcelline Manuel who made the symbolic gesture of knocking on

McCarthy’s door and it was Marcelline Manuel who, despite herself, wept when she

received no reply.

One suspects that the sixty—year old grandmother is, normally, quiet-

spoken. Today, however, Marcel line Manuel’s speech is not quiet; her words are

impassioned arid her emotions are wholly convincing.

“I know the little ones lose their identity when they are put in foster

homes,” the Neskainlith grandmother is saying. “When children are taken away

from their families and their communities, they become weakened. They no longer

know who they are.

“I know the pain I suffered and so I know how other Indian children feel tod

who have lost their identity,” Manuel says.

A White child welfare worker who will later hear parts of Marcelline Manuel’s

address replayed on a radio newscast and read newspaper reconstructions of the rail

will claim to be “jarred into enlightenment.”

“I used to react to those kind of accusations personally,” the social worker

will tell me. “And that was kind of stupid. When Indians accused the provincial

government of stealing Indian kids I feet like telling them that I was not a thief

that if they’d take better care of theLr children I wouldn’t have to do the r-’essy

work I do.

“I mean, I consider myself a pretty conscientious child care worker. I

know it sounds corny, but I see myself as a person who really does give a damn

about the families and kids I try to help. A lot of those families and kids are

Natives.

“But after thinking a little about what a lot of Native people are saying,

I came to see the larger implications of what they are getting at. They’re not

blaming me, but blaming a system that is much bigger than me and much bigger than

social services.

“The whole child apprehension thing is like holding up the Indian community

to ransom. We’re saying: ‘You act like us, think like us, treat your kids like

we would have you do or we’ll take your children away from you.’

“It’s a pretty pathetic kidnapping operation though, isn’t it. I mean an

intelligent kidnapper — even a less than astute one — knows that you hold people

up to ransom who can afford to pay you handsomely,” said the social worker, a
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woman in her mid-thirties. “And the kids we take into care, for the most part,

come from families that are miserably poor.

“But I don’t know of anything other than tackling their poverty that

offers any real solution. Stopgaps won’t work. My experience is that foster

placements in Native homes are really hard to come by, so we have to turn to

White homes.”

The choice seems a cruel one, but the social worker stands by it, feeling,

all the same that the moral ground she stands on is just a little shaky.

Marcelline Manuel and other speakers accuse the Whites of stealing Indian

land, fish, fur, language and culture. The stealing of Indian children, they

argue, is the ultimate insult, a sacrilege, a final blow that cannot be tolerated.

All agree that it is time to fight back.

For about an hour, the Indians parade in a circle in front of Mary McCarthy’

home. Drum beating and traditional chants provide an eery, menacing relief to

the stolid backdrop of Shaughnessy. Finally, realizing that McCarthy will give

them no reception today, the protesters depart to a nearby park where the rally

re-convenes.

Beverley Crescent1s tranquility is restored. An .minent cabinet ministe1

can now return, without fuss, to her comfortable home.

* *

Wayne Christian, the determined young Chief of British Columbia’s Spall

umcheen Indian Band, wasn’t mincing his words. Addressing what was billed as a

“Native Child Apprehensions Conference” in Saskatoon in September, 1981, he urged

his (mostly) Indian and Metis audience to take over their own child welfare

services. The present system, said Christian, is an agency of cultural genocide

directed against Native people.

A casual observer might have found the Chief’s comments ub, well ... let’s

say, €xc€44LVe.. Not so for the Native delegates. There was nothing shrill or

overstated in what the Spallumcheen Chief was saying. He was merely )z.e.stating

the assembly’s basic themes.

But Wayne Christian hadn’t been invited to come all the way to Saskatoon

from British Columbia simply to reiterate what others had said. Wayne Christian

was a special guest because he was a doer. He was invited because he and his

band had matched their rhetoric with their deeds when, in 1980, they passed a

bylaw and signed an agreement with B.C.’s Human Resources ministry giving the



Spallumcheen Sand council exclusive jurisdiction in child custody rnaters.

The Band members believed that chHd welfare authorities were treating a

symptom (child neglect) , not the )z.ec problem: the poverty that was so common

to Indian families; the poverty that wrapped its ugly tentacles around Indan

parents and squeezed them dry of their good intentions and their energies and

their skills.

According to Christian, the band had taken the initiative in despair

after realizing they had “lost anentire generation to provincial child welfare

authorities.” From 1951 to 1977, Christian says, 150 Spallumcheen children

had been removed from their natural families and their community by child

welfare authorities — most of them “placed” in the care of non-Indian families.

That’s a lot of kids Especially when you consider that the entire popu

lation of the Spallumcheen Band is only about three hundred.

-‘ 1. .9. 1. -‘ .9. .9. .9. .1. .9.

The delegates at the conference did not view the Spallumcheen situation

Christian referred to as an isolated one, nor do Indian leaders generally dissent

from the B.C. band’s view. Next to aboriginal land claims alone, child welfare

has emerged in the past two years as the most volatile issue on a troubled

agenda of dealings between governments and people of Native ancestry ir. Cana.

Native people and their leaders are not alone in expressing concern about

the interface of the child welfare system with children of aboriginal ancestry —

Indian, Metis and Inuit. At a major national social policy conference* held in

St. John’s, Newfoundland, in June of 1980, experts in the child welfare field —

including social workers, administrators and academics — were asked to priorize
the major problems confronting child welfare in the l980s. Unanimously, the

specialists topped their list with the “plight” of Native children.

Despite their diminutive share of Canada’s total juvenile population, Native
youngsters have become the most over-represented clientele of child welfare agencies
in the country. The motives of budget-conscious administrators and human rights’
advocates may differ, but both are describing the Situation as “alarming.”

The Rsue was raised at the 26th biennial Canadian Conference on Social
Development.
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The statistical picture has been painted by Philip Hepworth in a recent

book — entitled Fos-tet Cae a.d Adop;tLon n Cczna.cüz. — that devoted a special

chapter to Natives. A compilation of federal and provincial government data,

the study showed that, in 1977, 15,500 Native children were in care. That’s 20

per cent of the country’s total of children in the care of child welfare officials

or permanently placed apart from their original families. Relative to the Canadian

average, a Native child is from three to four times as likely to be in the care

of child welfare authorities.

Figures from Western Canada are especially dramatic, moving, proportionally

steadily upward as you move eastward from B.C. to Manitoba. In 1976—77, according

to Hepworth’s study, Native children comprised 39 per cent of all children in the

care of B.C.’s child welfare authorities or in adoption homes. In Alberta, the

equivalent figure rises to 41 per cent (the same year); Saskatchewan: 51.5 per

cent (now an estimated 64); in Manitoba, in 1976—77 it was 60 per cent.

Hepworth also reported that the Indian share of child welfare caseloads has

been )i4Lng since 1962.

J. J. J. .,. .,. .*. J. J. ..,. .,.

Why are so many Native children taken into custody by the child welfare

agencies?

It depends who you ask.

The official reason is “protection,” a term used by social workers to denote

the need for supervising a child who is “out of the parents’ control “ or who is

in need of being shielded from abusive, incompetent or negi igent parents. The

most frequent official reason is neglect.

The official reasons are the same for all children taken into care — no

matter what their ethnic origins.

Many Native people suspect, however, that “unofficial” reasons account for a

goodly share of Native child apprehensions.

Hepworth’s data indicate that, once apprehended, Native children are less

likely to be returned to their natural parents or to their original communities

than are non—Native children; if very young, they are likely to be adopted by

non-Native families; if not adopted, apprehended Native children are more likely

than non—Native children to grow up in several foster homes rather than one or in

institutions run by substitute parents who, again, are unlikely to be of Indian

ancestry.
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Native people frequently argue that social workers are often too ready to

apprehend their children. The indiscriminate application of White, middle-class

child care standards to Native families that fail to account for cultural dist

inctions and the realities of poverty are suspected.

Even when abuse or neglect of children on the part of Native parents is

fairly reported and removal from the home clearly warranted, Indian critics

charge that, often the alternatives may be no improvement upon the quality of

nurture provided in the child’s own home — sometimes worse

It depends who you ask.

J. ‘ j_ .,. -‘ .J. J. .,. .. .r.

Most Native people are poor; we all know that. Journalists with a penchant

for the kind of verbal provocation that sells magazine articles have long

described Native poverty as a “national disgrace.” When government spokesmen

criticize foreign governments for their violations of international human rights’

principles, their posture of indignation Is routinely foiled by pointed reminders

of the ill—treatment of the Indians in their own back yard.

Native people live in a “Fourth World;” they are population with “Third

World” social and economic characteristics living amidst the affluent society.

When muckraking journalists who write those ‘socially-concerned’ pieces on

Indians have sold their articles, they must turn to other subjects to earn their

keep. Politicians with good intentions to “solve” the “Indian problem” come and

go. Academics construct elaborate, often convincing, theories to explain Native

‘oppression’ and ‘marginality,’ perhaps getting tenure or promotion for their

efforts. The “national disgrace,” however, does not go away.

There are approximately 300,000 Status Indians in Canada. “Status” is a

legal designation for a person who qualifies for specific benefits and rights

under the Indian Act. When passed, that act included —within its definition of

Indian — any male person of Indian blood reputed to belong to a particular band

(and made sure they registered as such), any child of a registered Indian, and

any woman legally married to a man with Indian status.

The Indian Act served to fragment the Indian population legally and divide

them socially by excluding many under its terms. Consequently, there are approx

imately 500,000 full-blooded Indians not legally recognized as Indians and who

are thus disqualified from receiving benefits of the act. Children born out of

wedlock were often excluded and women marrying non-Indians were (and are)
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excluded, as are their offspring. There are also, in addition to ‘status’ arid

‘non—status’ Indians, approximately half a million Metis (mixed-white blood)

in Canada. In other words, there are well over three times as many people in

this country of aboriginal ancestry who are not legally recognized as Indians

as there are Indians — legally, that is.

The effect of these legal divisions has been to seriously diminish the

capacity of Native people to mobilize as a unified interest group to advance

their collective cause. The sheer force of numbers alone would surely be of

benefit to their common ca.ise.

An ancient precept: Divide and conquers

In stark relief to the legislative partitioning of the Native population,

the grim common denominators of poverty, discrimination and exclusion from the

mainstream of Canadian society do impose a sort of unity on most Native people —

status, non—status, Metis or Inuit.

In late June of 1980, the federal Indian Affairs department released a report

dealing with social, economic and political changes since 1960 amongst the status

Indian population, both on and off reserves. You wouldn’t call the study a

‘progress report’; indeed, the findings were a testimony to the department’s

ineffectiveness.

The report blamed unemployment and poor living conditions for the “breakdown”

of Indian family life.

The Indian Affairs report said that 20 per cent of reserve houses contain

two families, while more than 50 per cent have no running water or sewage dsposal.

An urgent need for 11,000 new housing units was identified.

Suicides by status Indians aged 15—24 are three times the national average,

according to the report. Death rates among young and middle—aged Indians are two

to four times greater than the national average. Violent deaths were also much

more frequent amongst Indians than they were amongst non—Indians.

The percentage of Indians in Canada’s prisons is much higher than the

national average, and juvenile delinquency amongst the Indian population is almost

three times the national average.

The federal Indian Affairs report also suggested that the health status of

Indians is substantially inferior to that of the general population, implying

that, again, the differences are poverty—related. As a recent study by Paul

Brady, a Saskatoon sociologist, concluded of the health of Saskatchewan Indians:
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“The Registered Indian population .. . suffers from distinctly different leading

causes of death ... (both being the consequences of) ... social, political and

economic inequality.” Many of the causes of death amongst Saskatchewan’s

Indian population ceased to be among the leading killers of the non-Indian

population four decades ago, says Brady. FOUR DECADES.

According to the federal Indian Affairs report, the incidence of tuberculosis

has dropped dramatically since 1960 amongst the status Indian population, yet

it remains much higher than amongst non—Indians. A high incidence of respira

tory ailments and parasitic and digestive diseases (preventable ills) probably

reflect unsanitary housing and living conditions cenerally, according to the

report.

Native people share with Third World peoples certain diseases that are rarei

found amongst the non—Native population of North America — including beriberi,

a vitamin deficiency disease, and diseases associated with malnutrition generally,

such as trachoma, kwashkior, and marasmus.

Indian babies between the ages of four weeks and one year die at twice the

national average. The Indian Affairs report attributed much of this difference

to infections related to poor housing, lack of sewage disposal , and the absence

of running water in homes.

Native people, whataver their legal designation, have been miating in

ever-greater numbers from the reserves and rural settlements to the cities. The

urbanizing population trend is, of course, a general one; the Native urban shift

is only more recent.

Why are they moving to the cities? And what are they finding when they get

there?

Robert Stevenson, an Indian legal services aide in Regina responds: “There’s

nothing on the reserves but welfare, so they come to the city, but for most,

there’s nothing but welfare here, either.”

Stevenson isn’t far of f the mark. The economic base of the reserves and

rural settlements is simply too narrow to support a population that is growing at

a rate between two and three times the national average. So the labour market

of the cities acts as a carrot; the lack of work on the reserves and settlements

acts as a stick.

As Stevenson implies, Native dreams a.ie. more often broken than fulfilled

in the cities. National estimates of unemployment on reserves vary between L+0
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per cent and 80 per cent of the employable population. Surveys show that, in

Regina, for example, about half the Native population is jobless — about twelve

times the city’s overall unemployment rate.

A visit to Winnipeg confirms that Regina is not a uniquely unreceptive

habitat for urban Natives. From the corner of Porgage and Main, along past

Winnipeg’s city hail, far into the city’s North end, a virtual Native ghetto has

sprung up. A 1978 consultant’s report prepared for the city council bluntly

stated that the ghetto was threatening to become a crime—ridden wasteland —

unless major and effective policy responses to the unemployment and poverty of the

area’s denizens were forthcoming from government.

Native people are now crowding into the blighted areas of Canada’s cities,

into those districts long since abandoned by people who have choices in the matter.

There’s maybe 15,000 in Montreal, 30,000 in Toronto, 40,000 in Winnipeg, 18,000

in Regina, 20,000 or more in Vancouver. Nobody has confidence in the counting.

Native people are notoriously difficult subjects for census—takers and population

estimators.

Native people in the cities call themselves refugees in their own land. Many

of them have traded the poverty of their reserves and ettlements for urban

poverty. Many bring their children to the cities. Many have children in the citie

Many, many of the Native children in the cities are cared for by single parents.

Many of those single parents are young, very young; they are virtually children

themselves. And most of them are poor

Social scientists who have studied Indian child welfare have linked the

widespread incidence of unemployment, poverty and poor education to the development

of a sense of powerlessness, despair, alcoholism, family violence and child neglect.

Nothing profound about their conclusions, but it’s worth noting them, if only to

underscore the point for those who find the argument suspect when Indians make it

themselves.

**********

A disquieting journey back through my file of press clippings reminds me why

Native people suspect the quality of substitute care provided by social service

departments. The incidents reported are selective, of course, screened through

the sensationalizing biases that editorial minds use to separate the newsworthy

from the mundane. But still, they don’t reassure, especially if you have ample

reason to be skeptical in the first place.
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Wwdze4 ctJc.Lzed the. pkovLncoi_ goue’Lnment’ ‘ ha- h.ean_ted”
‘Le4p0r14e. -to kec.ominenda&ort o.’t ij.,ov.Lnq c.hL?..d cake 4e)w-ce4

made, by a c.omm-tttee a.ppoA.n.ted by the. govwzmen-t tt&. The.
c.om&.tte.e whc.h had made -the. c.ommendat..Lon4 hoLd been
e.ta6Lhed ae’L a. pubUc. J..nqu/ty (the Mahe. inquL’r.y) A.n 1978
£n.to a..Ue.ged £ncde.nt4 o e.hi.2d abue. i.n the vz.on..the..’Ln

1de..’ute.s4 c.amp son. boy4.

in a neLz6 e.ctse., the SASW 4aA.d .thLtt the 1e.vctn.t n 4.tflLe2 —

the. pLovLnc.e’4 VepcJttnwjt.t o SocjI. Sev-ce4 and VepatmenX o
Ionthe’ui Sa. ka..tc.hewon — had gnon..ed ;th.e. c.onim-tttee.’ te.c.ommend
Ltt.LOJ’t6 son. the. cnpu-t o Lcne 4Oc.-IO2 woflJzeM uLtO -the. 4e.ttLn9 and
moni_ton.ing o 4-tafldLvLcLs. i-t aL o expne-s ed c.o nc.e.kn thLtt )Lec.omm
e.ndo.t.Lon4 ,ot 4.ta Jw..Ln.Ang and ‘Lecw.Ltment L4eJte. be&tg -i...qno-’z.e.d,
and .tha.t mone w’LdLng O-’L 4 e,’wAie4 wa4 uir..gen..tLy ke.quL&e.d. The. - -

oc&t.Lon wod Like. to 4e.e. an £nv ga.tA:.on A.nto c.hi1d c.ae 4-tin-

thvz. to the ivoju 4tudy -n Abe4ta. Mon.e money wa. 4LLb4e.qLLerz..tILy’
aJ.Xoc.a.ted to c.hUd we2vLe. and a&2y 4e.fl.v-Lc.e pogwjn -Ln
A2be,ta a.te-’. the Ombu..d/man’4 n.e.pon.t wa made pLthLLC..

The. SASW news n.e.ea4e. c726o 4ctLd that the. c.omrn-tttee.’4 4-tiwng
.&e.commendo..t.onA son. u.nd.-Lng na..t2ve. g)LOLLp4 to 4tudy 6e)LvLc.e4

natLve. chiId’ten ‘ha4 been v-.’c..tutUy 4keXved.”

* in Oc..tobe..’L o 1981, .the.e 8nLtLk Co!wnb& m 1’t’Ly o human
1ou)te 4oco2 wake’zo annow’tc.e.d the.u WQAe ke4.gn.ng p’)LOlfl

-the..bz. job4 wo1tk.Lng with “ttoLth&d ;teenage..-v..” Two o the. -tIv.ee,
John Tu.vey and Bob G-LLon, $tcd .n an -&zteitv-Lew wLth a VOJtC.O.LVe
Sun n.epon..te-t, that “they wvte Mgiz-Lnq beca.u4e -the. B. C. goven
rne.nt a4 negZ.LgevLt £n Lt c.cvr.e. o c.kild’ten 0.6 the unA_t pae;it
who4e childken ae appn..ehen.ded £n cou.’r.t.”

Both 4ocJ02 Wo’dzeAA 40J.,.d .that 4o&aI.L w.v-Lc.e.6 a’.e dete.Lon.ating
whAle oveAwoked 4OCdLOl wo’tke..’r app.y band-o.d 4OLL-Lofl4 to
p’r..obZeln4 c.a.se.d by the p.’tov4Lnce.’4 £nade.qua.te.

TuJLve.y, who wa.. Lnuo1ved a.a a child weLae wo-’rJzeA. Ok twelve
qea, ac.cued the Human Re.souce.6 m.&LL6tJLy o .‘z.edu&ng 4pend...Lng
by $4 miJ2Lon that J.A5C..aL yean..

“FLve taU po4Lton.4 -to deaL wi.th the mu,c.k publLcz.Lzed p’wbZem
o child pn.o t’.tt..’on we..’te. a.clua.Uy eic.ea.te.d by 4-ta aYt6efl4
nom othe n.e.gLon.4 £n Vanc.ouve .‘.athe.n. than tivLou.gh ,w’td,Lng new
po4i.Lon4,” TWLve.y .toLd the. Sun.

SLx o Tu,’.vey’ - young -teenage. CLLe.nt6 £nvotve.d Ln what he coiled
“the downtown p-w4tLtut.Lon 4c.e.ne” we.’z.e. tLv&tg -n ho-tei..a and,
Twtvey put £t, “got baby4at by z teLe.v.L-Lon and a. telephone..”

Tu.’wey 4tLd -that, de4pLte the .o-tated poiLcy o develop-Lng “LLe.
part6” son. chAlden to p-’Leven-t -‘tepeated move4 kom o4.tek. and
goup home.6, he “had f.,Lda who had 38 to 40 p&tc.ement.6 -vu two yet.
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* The “hwnan ça.ce.” o Qebec.’4 4oc £-deoc’utt.c. ‘P.Q..’ govet.nmevtt
Ls aLso beAng doub.te.d by c.h2d we!4ze tio’dae -&z pwvàtc.e.
In Wovembe,’L o 191, the Shawbn.dge You..th Ce.nt’e. the. on.y M4-L-
den.t.Lcl £YLIS.tLtUL4OH. Zn tke. pkovZnc..e. o’y. “tjtotthfe.d” a.nd deLàiqae.ri.t
Engfk-pe.aiüng juve.nZLe Zn c.a.’e. — moiae.d £-t4 75-th annve..’tvty.
A4 a. .e.pont by -the. Ca.na.dJ.a.n Pn 4aid o the annve,an.y
though.t o -the. C.PJItLe.’4 sta, the..’c.e. wa.- “pLde. Zn pot a.c.cornpU4h-
mentA bu,t coric.e.’tn a..bou.t the utwLe.” The 4ouA.ce. O c.onc.e)ui WO6
thot the gove’.nmen.t’4 4to..te.d £n.te.ntZon to c.u..t back $245 ,mi.LL.Lon ‘om
40c4a2 4e.-vZce$ 4pendLng wou2d oce the. cen.t’e -to “go begg-..ng”
to .tke. voIwvtaAy 4ec.t undZng. They hd £eajLned .tha.t .they
4houLd expe.c..t a. nedu.c.ed budge..t om .the. pn.ov&zce..

The themes are common: overworked social workers unable to do their jobs
the way they believe they should be done because they are exhausted by over
sized caseloads; restraint or cutbacks in public sector budgetting; administrator
who seem to think that child welfare is an easy portfolio to save money in;
victimized kids who are clearly placed at greater risk than would be necessary if
public priorities were ordered differently.

Conscientious social workers right across the country LTJLe. now complaining
angrily about caseload sizes far greater than professional standards would dic
tate. Many accuse other agencies, particularly the schools and the courts, of
treating child welfare agencies as dumping grounds for a host of problems they
are not equipped to deal with. Overwhelmed by high caseloads, crisis situations,
and the continual expectations of clients, other agencies, and their own manage
ment, workers in social agencies now lay claim to their own occupational syndrome:
“burnout”, they call it — and many are being treated for it. Ritualistically
going through the motions of work without having anything left to give in situations
that require a great deal of giving, the ‘burned-out’ worker often turns his or her
half-interested but potentially damaging anger on clients, blaming them for
their own problems.

The fact that many Native people are pointing an accusative finger at them,
calling them ‘kidnappers’ and worse, is hardly comforting for the line staff of
child protection agencies. But they have few public defenders; for social workers —

members of what has been described as the “unloved profession” — have long
been viewed as “cold snoopers” by unhappy clients, written off as “agents of social
control” by freshmen radicals, and regarded half-coriternptuous1y by a skeptical
public as “paid charity workers.”

Public sector labour analyst, Richard Deaton, doe.4 come to the defence
of social workers. He sums up their situation pretty well when he writes: ‘Many
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types of public employees have become ... tdirty workers!’ As social problems

multiply, society indifferently leaves in the hands of others a sort of mandate

to deal with these problems without wanting to know how. CSocial workers and

other public employees are ) ... caught between the silent middle class which

wants them to do the dirty work and be quiet about it, fiscal strangulation,

and the objects of that dirty work who refuse any longer to tolerate mistreat

ment.

Union leaders in the public sector are now encouraging social workers to

become active in their unions and to negotiate aggressively for conditions of

work that would mutually benefit both themselves and their clients — like

more reasonable caseload sizes.

**********

Native leaders may or may not appreciate the pressures placed on child

care workers, but clearly they have an articulate and convincing case to

make for Native—controlled services. In developing their positions, Canadian

Native leaders have been strongly influenced by both Indian politics and inde

pendent research conducd south of the border.

For four years, American Indians, led by the American Association on

Indian Affairs (AAIA), waged a congressional lobbying campaign against existing

child welfare practices in the United States. The campaign was successful,

culminating, on November 8, 1978, in the passage of the Indian Child Welfare Act.

The U.S. act gave Indian tribunal courts the mandate to handle all child

custody cases involving Indian children whose families are members of a tribe.

While Indian courts, semi—autonomous tribunals that operate on reservations,

had already been operative in many areas, in some states non-Indian courts heard

Indian child custody cases. Even in some areas where Indian tribunals had

handled such cases, it was not uncommon to routinely shift custodial hearings

to state courts.

The 1978 Act, in Item 4 of Section 2 of the introduction, states, in full

accord with the claims of the Indian lobby, that, an “... alarmingly high per

centage of Indian families are broken up by the removal —often unwarranted, of

their children from them by nontribal public and private agencies . .
•H Clearly,

American Indian leaders have tended to view the passage of the 1978 act as a major

victory for their cause.
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In a report to the U.S. Congress, William Byler, Executive Director of

the AMA, cited cases in which destitute Indian mothers were coerced into

giving up their children as a condition of receiving welfare assistance.

Byler indicated that AAIA-sponsored research found that 99 per cent of

cases of Indian child apprehension were made on grounds of neglect rather

than abuse. Yet frequently in cases of alleged neglect, “many social workers,

ignorant of Indian cultural values and social norms, make decisions that are

totally inappropriate in the context of family life,” he argued. The result,

claimed Byler, was that social workers, “frequently discover neglect or

abandonment when none exists,” thus inflating the child neglect statistics amongst

the Indian population.

The crux of the problem, according to Byler and the AAIA, was that social

workers failed to appreciate distinctions of family structure and housing

standards prevalent on reserves.

The American Indian lobbyists emphasized (accuratelyl that, in tribal

society, responsibility for parenting is a much more communal affair than it is

in the dominant society. Re5ponsibiitty for the care of children in tribal

communities extends well beyond the nuclear family, embracng older siblings

and cousins, grandparents, aunts and uncles, as well as friends in tribal

communities. So when White child welfare workers investigated parents on suspicion

of child neglect, they would often assume a child to be abandoned or unsuper

vised when they were actually in the secure care of relatives or other members

of the tribe.

To tackle the issue of “inappropriate” standards for assessing neglect,

the American act of 1978 introduced fairly uniform guidelines designed to take

(what the act itself describes as) the “unique values of Indian culture” into

account.

Regina Superneau, a staff lawyer for the National American Indian Court Judges

Association, believes that the introduction of guidelines sensitized to the

reserve environment are the most important aspect of the new legislation. Cultural

differences between child welfare authorities and Indian people may be a primary

cause of the disproportidnate level of Indian child apprehensions in the United

States, Sup€rneau told a reporter for the Montreal Gazette in 1979.

A lack of suitable housing is, in fact, a frequent reason for removing American

Indian children from their lamilies and reservations.
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Superneau thinks that the new law should help clear up these miscon

ceptions. She also believes that a signtfcant reduction in the volume of

unwarranted child apprehensions should follow the implementation of the law.

The belief that the alternative care provided through the child welfare

system is itself of dubious value for Native children has also been nourished

by American research arid the AMA lobby.

In its campaign leading up to the 1978 act of congress, the AAIA charged

that placing Indian children away from their homes and communities often left

the children with permanent psychological scars.

The experience of being nurtured in non-Native foster or adoption homes

c.n precipitate distinctive troubles for a Native person, particularly as the

child approaches adulthood.

Dr. Joseph Westermeyer,- a psychiatrist and professor at the University of

Minnesota, has reported research findings.that shed some light on the nature of

these problems.

The Minnesota doctor has diagnosed specific psychiatric problems that

affHct ari American Indian raised by Anglo parents when he or she realizes that

“passing” is impossible. Westermeyer has attached these problems with a label,

the “Apple Syndrome” — “White” on the inside, “Red” on the outside.

Westermeyer reports that many of the Indians who have come into his care during

adolescence had actually been “socially adjusted” to their foster homes and

adoptive homes as children. They did not experience disabling psychiatric

problems until their mid-teens and early twenties when, according to Westermeyer,

“a variety of difficulties ensued, including alcoholism, drug abuse, suicide

attempts, chronic anxiety; panic attacks, depression, and legal and behavioural

problems.”

Westermeyer argues that his patients experienced severe emotional and

behavioural problems bec.au.e. the identity confusion typical of adolescent years

in the general population was acutely intensified for Indian children raised in

White homes. As children their identities merged with the identity of the White

family that was raising them. But as adulthood approached and they sought to

gain independence from their foster or adoptive families, the subjects of

Westermeyer’s study found they could not “pass” as Whites because of an unwritten

racial bar. Not accepted as whites, but with no reference points in an
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Indian culture, the Indian adolescents who were raised in White homes were left

in a sort of cultural limbo. Westermeyer found himself treating the effects of

such unresolved identity crises resulting from what he calls a “racial-ethnic dis

continuity.”

The Minnesota psychiatrist’s conclusions are similar to those of Dr. Martin

Topper, a psychiatrist employed on the Navajo reservation in Arizona.

Topper collected data over a ten-year period on Navajo children who had

been placed with Mormon families. The children in his study had been reared to

age six in Indian families, subsequently apprehended after reported parental

neglect, and placed in substitute care homes.

The Arizona psychiatrist Found that most of the children in his study

developed serious problems later in life, including alcoholism and severe identit

crises.

It is a temptation, of course, to argue that foster home rearing is generally

inadequate, predicatably inferior to the nurture provided by parents to their

own offspring. Such an argument would dispute the thesis of the AMA, Westermeyer

and Topper, suggesting instead that, rather than a “racial—ethnic discontinuity”

of identity, it is the ievitab1e inferiority of substitute care that is to blame.

There is evidence, however, that foster care — typically suspected of being

second—rate care —may be an unfairly maligned mode of nurture. A five—year review

of studies in the social services conducted by Henry Moss for the National

Association of Social Workers (U.S.) has challenged the conventional wisdom in this

matter. Moss reports that the “psycho—social development” of children in foster

homes is no.t substantially different from that of other children.

Research conducted on the effects of this identity crisis is not available

for Canada. Racial prejudice, however, does not magically disappear at the

border, so it is unreasonable to assume that the ‘apple syndrome’ is not present

in this country as well. Native people don’t believe it, nor do thoughtful

Whites. A recently published academic article in the journal of the Canadian

Association of Social Work, Tk SociaL Wo’dzeA., written by Brad McKenzie and

Pete Hudson, both of the University of Manitoba, put it this way:

the myriad of case reports indicate that a native child
is much more likely than his white counterpart to experience
frequent movement from one placement to another, culminating
in conflict with the law and institutional placement. Native
children are placed primarily in white substitute care homes
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or institutions, arid one in care ... are less likely to be
visited by parents, or returned home. There can be little
doubt that such actions have reduced the likelihood of
cultural reinforcement of the child’s native identity, and
have contributed to the negative outcomes ... associated
with native children who graduate from the child care
system.

One of the “negative outcomes” Hudson and Mckenzie were referring to, of

course, was imprisonment. Research has not been available to link Native adult

crime to specific childhood or adolescent experiences of nurture. An as yet

unpublished study in Saskatchewan may help to fill that gap.

At the same conference in Saskatoon at which Wayne Christian spoke of the

Spallumcheen Band’s child care service, Chief Sol Sanderson, President of the

Federation of Saskatchewan Indians, shocked his audience with a disturbing piece

of information. Sanderson told his audience that, in a preliminary reporting

of a study conducted for theFederation, it was estimated that 85 per cent of

Indian and Metis people in Saskatchewan’s “correctional centers” were taken as

children from their homes and placed in foster homes or adoption homes, It’s not

the kind of thing that should make child welfare authc. ities proud

J. J..

Like the Spallumcheen Band, many Native organizations now demanding contro

of child welfare services for Native children. Enough success has already been

achieved that a nation-wide trend appears to be developing. Of this trend, Beth

Cutharid, editor of The So1w_tchewan Ind..a.n, herself an Indian whose experience

of Native organizations spans B.C., Alberta and Saskatchewan, says: “It is

irreversible. Nothing can hold it backs”

In 1975, an agreement allowing employees of the Blackfoot Band Council in

Southern Alberta to administer child welfare legislation was signed. The move was

initiated by the band because Blackfoot leaders felt the security of some of their

children was in jeopardy because of a jurisdictional dispute between federal and

provincial agencies.

Provincial governments are responsible for the provision of child welfare

services to all children within their province’s borders. They have been reluc

tant, however, to extend those services — except in emergency situations or upon

the request of families — to the reserves. Indian reserves are provided services

under the Indian Act by the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development
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(DIAND), but DIAND has tended to view child welfare as a provincial responsibility.

Blackfoot leaders complained that their children were not receiving adequate

protection services. Consequently, to find a way around the jurisdictional dis

pute, the band established their own service.

It was the publicity surrounding the American Indian Child Welfare Act,

however, that seems to have given focus to the broader cultural issue. The

Spallumcheen bylaw in 1980 established thebeachhead for the trend.

In Saskatchewan the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians (FSI) is currently

developing a plan to establish an agency that would take over adoption and foster

care services for treaty and registered Indians from the provinc&s Department

of Social Services. Under the FSI program, tribunals of Indian elders would

assume responsibility now vested in civil courts for deciding whether allegedly

neglected or abused children should be taken from their parents. The FSI

would also deliver services to registered Indians living away from the reserves

through administrative offices established in the cities.

In Manitoba, the authority for providing child welfare services to the 8,500

members of eight Indian bands in the southern part of the province was transferre

to the newly—created Dakota-Ojbway Child and Family 5 rice on July 1, 198L

Children’s Aid Societies in three different regions had previously provided servi

on behalf of the government to the tribes.

In Ontario, the Tripartite Task Group on Social services submitted a report

last year entitled Community Care: Toward Indian Control of Social Services. In

the report, six transitional steps that would lead to Indian—controlled social

services, including child welfare, .are described.

Similar developments may be on the agenda for Quebec and Newfoundland.

At present, Native control of child welfare services remains a limited arrange

ment. Most Native organizations, however, do have the iss:je on the discussion table.

-‘ 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 1. 3. 3.. 3..

Many social workers will tell you that they are haunted by memories of taking

children away from their parents. “It’s a painful experience,” says Bob Pringle,

a child welfare supervisor in Saskatoon, who has worked in the field for over a

decade. “It’s not something that you harden to. Most social workers don’t toughen

to the act of apprehending children, they just move on to other, less heartbreak

ing caseloads or move up, to administration.”

Social workers will also tell you, however, that there are many situations
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which there is no other reasonable choice but to remove children from their

parents’ guardianship And, yes, they will tell you, Native children are often

implicated in such “no choice” situations.

“Removing Native children from their homes is a particular source of anxiety

for social workers,” says Pringle, who is the former President of the Saskatchewan

Association of Social Workers. “We know that we lack a lot of understanding of

Native culture and that child neglect amongst Natives is typically associated with

their poverty — as it is with Whies.”

There are social workers who are concerned that the creation of Native-controlled

services might simply create an ‘easy out’ for governments. A lengthy series of

complicated jurisdictional negotiations and conflicts dealing with the issue appea

to be inevitable iii upcoming years. Might shrewd administrations simply respond

expediently, rapidly turning child care services over to Bands and other Native

organizations without providing the adequate funding and support necessary to

develop the new agencies and practices?

It’s a touchy issue that White social workers are unwilling to raise publicly

or to be quoted on. There are those who fear, however, that child protection

standards may well be srifTced during the transition period associated with a

rapid transfer, making Native children the victims. Some social workers also

question whether, in the short-run, the potential supply of new Native foster and

adoption homes is large enough to significantly reduce the proportion of placements

in non—Indian homes.

“It’s a poverty problem, and you don’t solve a poverty problem by treating it

as a cultural problem,” a Manitoba social worker who asked not to be identified

said to me. “It takes a lot of time to build up a store of trained workers, to

design distinctive policies, tb develop a large supply of new foster homes,” the

worker said. “The transfer — if done as it should be done —would be a complex and

lengthy process, and I don’t know of any government in the country that is prepared

to be accommodative enough to do the job the way it should be done, at least in the

near future.”

Such fears and warnings are not simply conservative objections to change, even

if they might reflect a certain edge of White paternalism. Warnings that Native

controlled child welfare services are no panacea have been expressed by Nancy

Tuthill, an American Indian, who is the acting director of the American Law Centre

at Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Tuthill, who has examined the implications of the American Indian Child

Welfare Act in some detail since its passage, spoke at a Regina conference on

Indian child welfare sponsored by the Canadian Indian Lawyers Association in

March of 1980.

While describing the Indian Child Welfare Act in the U.S. as a “step in

the right direction,” her experience has tempered her enthusiasm. “It does

protect the child as an Indian, not the child as a child,” she told the

Regina conference.

Tuthill says that federal appropriations to adequately support the imple

mentation of the act have been far from adequate. “The tribes always have

difficulty with not having enough money to implement certain fundamentals like

foster paymehts,” Tuthill said.

in the final analysis, Native people must do the major work themselves, not

relying on government, Tuthill counselled. “The job is yours. You have to find

Indian parents who want to adopt or be foster parents because the government is not

going to do it for you,”.she told the delegates to tne degin conference.

Bob Pringle agrees with Tuthill that the onus of the response must be with

the Native community itself. He challenges the skeptics, however, who think that

any significant increase in Native substitute care homes in the near future is

unrealistic. “in six mcnths of conc€.rted effort by one new Native employee, our

office alone (the Saskatoon regional Department of Social Services office) was

able to increase the availability of Native foster homes to meet twenty per cent

of the need.” Pringle adds: “Ultimately, the development of a completely Native-

controlled, Native—operated service for Native children is desirable. But in the

meantime, governments, Native organizations and the Native community can work to

gether to build the bridge — an immediate expansion of Native substitute care

homes.”

BUT ISN’T THE DEMAND FOR NATIVE—CONTROLLED CHILD CARE SERVICES PERHAPS JUST

A MISGUIDED ‘CULTURAL’CLJRE FOR AN ESSENTIALLY ECONOMIC PROBLEM — POVERTY?

**********

The high rate. of apprehension of Native children, like the prevalence of

Native alcoholism, £4 a source of embarassment for many Indian and Metis people.

It’s not something that many of them will talk about publicly; in recent years
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they’ve become far too politically astute to reveal those feelings to outsiders

(i.e. Whites). “We get awful tired of being your damned ‘bad statistics,’’ many

will tell you. But privately they’ll occasionally open up and admit to a pro

found sense of anger directed at those Native parents who do neglect their

children.

There is nothing mysterious about this embarassment. The North American

Indian child occupies a central position in traditional tribal life; the child’s

innocence and security is, by moral custom, viewed as a sacred trust to be held

by the adult population. Clearly, the protection and security of children is a

priority on the hierarchy of traditional Native values. So if there is a high

incidence of child neglect in an Indian community, it is taken as a sign that

the traditional culture has been eroded.

Displaying that disappointment openly, however, might be seen by unfriendly tic

Natives as an admission of personal or group responsibility for their social ills.

And there are few Native people today who do accept the view that aboriginal peopiL

in Canada have brought their current social malaise on themselves — nor should the

**********

The history of contact between the Native peoples of this country and the

encroaching European civilization has not been a haopy one for Native peoole.

That history must be understood if the importance of the demand for Native-con

trolled child care services is to be grasped.

The first continuous contact occurred on the shores of the fishing banks of

Newfoundland and Labrador in the 1.6th century. Hostilities broke out when the

Indians attempted to stop French fisherman from destroying their forests for

the timber needed in the dry-curing of fish. The antagonisms led to violent

conflict, resulting in the genocide of the Beothuk Indians.

Physical extermination — as the term “genocide” usually denotes — never did

become an official policy of European or, later, Canadian officials. Such a

policy would have simply been too costly. Indians, after all, had their uses.

As imparters of wilderness knowledge and survival skills, as guides, as military

allies in early wars, and as a source of labour and expertise in the fur trade,

Indians played a vital role in the French and British settlement of those terri

tories in North America now encompassed by Canada.

The importance of the Native population to Eurooean settlement was recognized

in the eighteenth century. So was the ancient, aboriginal right to the use of the
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land and its resources. On behalf of the British Crown, the Proclamation

of 1763 stated that all legal title to lands Un what is now Canada) rests with

the Native people unless it was formally surrendered through the voluntary sign

ing of treaties.

Once the fur trade declined through the rapacious depletion of fur—bearing

animal stocks, including, of course, the buffalo herds, the designs of government

turned to minerals, timber and agricultural settlement. In these latter designs,

the Native population’s use to the Europeans was spent. No longer a convenience

as Indians or Metis, the Native population was to be “absorbed” into the culture

of the new British North American society.

Native people were thus either persuaded or coerced into yielding their

ancient usage rights to most of the lands they alone had occupied prior to Europear

contact. Indian titles were to be “extinquished” through treaty negotiations with

the federal government in exchange for certain benefits, rights and reserve lands

protected by the Canadian government on behalf of the British Crown.

The land reserves, however, were always viewed by the Canadian government as

“half—way” stations on a road to cultural assimilation paved by a number of other

federal Indian Affairs policies. As late as 1961, an official Indian branch

publication concluded with confidence that, “the old Indian culture will inevit

ably be absorbed by ours.” And as late as 1968 the “White Paper” on Indian policy

prepared by the Trudeau government, encouraged the elimination of special

status for Indian people. If the paper’s recommendations had been adopted, the

federal government’s historical and legal responsibility as Crown trustee empowered

and obliged to ensure the continuance of aboriginal rights would have been rescinded.

The paper advocated the repeal of the Indian Act and recommended the transfer of

the functions of the Indian Affairs Branch of the Department of Indian Affairs and

Northern Development to the various provincial governments.

The position taken in the White Paper seemed innocent enough, even well

intentioned. As a recent book on Indian Affairs by J. Rick Ponting and Robert

Gibbins suggests, the

Liberal government was imbued with a strong liberal ideology
that stressed individualism and the protection of individual
rights ... Trude.a’s personal ideological beliefs and his
deep antagonism to ethnic nationalism in Quebec ... (T)he
government quickly adopted a new approach to Indian affairs
that emphasized individual equality and de-emphasized coll
ective ethnic survival.
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The policy was defended by the government as a means of making Indian

people full participants in Canadian society by removing legal discrimination

inherent to the Indian Act.

The Indian community, however, would have none of it.

According to Harold Cardinal, the well-known Alberta Indian writer and

activist, the doctrine was simply a means for the federal government to escape

its moral and legal responsibilities to Indians, a way for it to “wash its hands

of Indians entirely, passing the buck to provincial governments.” The doctrine,

according to Cardinal, assumed that, “The only good Indian is a non—Indian.”

It was a mark of the growing political savvy of the Native population that

they were so quick and unanimous in their rejection of the White Paper. As most

Canadians will now be aware, there are still many aboriginal claims that have

never been settled. The White Paper’s recommendations, if followed, would have

probably ensured that many of those claims kte.vek would have been honoured.

Despite the long—term intentions of governments to “absorb” the Indian pop

ulation, for a variety of reasons — not the least of which has been the prevalenc

of White racism — Indians have proven a very difficult group to assimilate.

“Traditionally, ou• view has always been that native peoples must play our

game, essentially by the same rules, with some help from us but on a gratuitous

basis,” Lloyd Barber, Canada’s former Indian Claims Commissioner tolda meeting

in Yelowknife in 197k. “I think there was a time I held this view myself,” Barber

admitted. After becoming claims commissioner and studying the question, however,

Barber said that Native people “... are saying to us ... they have an ownership and

right to direct participation in resource development and a high degree of poli

tical autonomy within the larger society.”

“They are saying that they are a distinct and in some ways, separate people

who must have a special status within our country,” Barber said.

“When you study the history of native affairs in Canada,” the former claims

commissioner added, “it becomes quite apparent that this position has been held

from the start and has merely been dormant, waiting for articulate political

leadership.”

Many of the “articulate political leaders” Barber must have had in mind

now refer to the goal of assimilation as equivalent to a policy of ‘cultural

genocide’ — and they don’t intend to let that happen!

Obviously, being viewed as a “social problem” population has not been a sourc

of pride to Native people. That embarassment, however, is rapidly fading, replacea
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by a much more productive sentiment — a collective anger that has turned outward;

the anger that is the source,nr.ce tapped, of all political movements successfully

striving for fundamental social change.

It is the Native voluntary organizations at the National level such as the

National Indian brotherhood, the Native Council of Canada and the Inuit

Tapirisat that are channelling that collective ange.r towards productive, pol

itical ends. It is also the provincial organizations, such as the Association of

Hetis and Non—status Indians in Saskatchewan and the Indian Association of

Alberta that is shaping the Native political struggle. In pursuit of a variety

of goals and employing many strategies, these organizations are all attempting to

escape the colonial bonds that have long constrained their constituents.

To the settlement of outstanding land claims, the struggle around the con

stitution, and attempts to secure training and jobs for their outrageously under-V

employed population, these voluntary organizations are now actively pushing for

increased autonomy over their political, social and cultural institutions. In

this struggle, everything from separate Indian states to a new political party,

is being entertained — and entertained seriously.

The Native struggL for Native-controlled child care services must be seen

in this overall context, as part of a general struggle to decolonize, as one

arena in that battle.

Eradicating Native poverty may be the ultimate solution to the Native child

care crisis, but the only groups that really seem to be interested in achieving

that goal are the Native organizations themselves. Those organizations do have

a strategy to achieve that ultimate goal; part of it involves taking control of

social services that are provided to Native people. Native leaders view the current

situation as one of colonialism, and colonialism is definitely no-c associated with

development — cultural, political ofl. economic!

**********

Al! Canadians concerned with the rights and security of children could take

a leaf from the militant chapter in child care history now being written by

Native Canadians. The Native struggle is giving focus to questions, urgent for

the posing by all Canadians; their answers are challenging the very foundation

upon which Canada’s child welfare system has been built.

Most importantly, the maldistributiori of income and job opportunities that

makes parenting for Canada’s poor an often unbearabie burden is at issue. It
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should not be forgotten that a central argument advanced by Native people for

Native—controlled child welfare services is that existing public programs deal

primarily with the effects of poverty on parenting, not with poverty itself.

They’re not alone in making such claims, but they’re now making them more loudly

than anyone else is. And in times of social welfare budget cutbacks and con

servative economic policies, it takes a ve)uj amplified political sound to draw

serious attention to the social services.

Since its course beginnings in charitable orphanages run by religious organ

izations, industrial training schools, apprenticeship programs and boarding homes,

Canada’s child welfare system has come a long way. It’s a big industry now, emp

loying a bewildering array of different kinds of expertise and experts. Foster

homes, adoption homes and residential “treatment” centres for “disturbed” and

delinquent juveniles are buttressed by such supportive services as social case

work, clinical psychology, psychiatry, visiting homemakers and family counselling

services. But just exactly what is being supported, in a general sense, is

suspect.

As a report by the National Council of Welfare suggests, the “homes for

foundlings and wayward boys and girls’ of the last century seem ‘quaint and rud

imentary’ by comparison with the contemporary system.” Abruptly dampening the

reader’s s’ugness, however, the report advises that one fundamental characteristic

of the child welfare system has not changed: “Its clients are still overwhelmingly

drawn from the ranks of Canada’s poor.”

It would really be more accurate to say that there are two child welfare

systems operative in Canada — one for low-income families and another for the

remainder of Canadian families. If you wanted to be more precise, you’d probably

have to say that there are many child welfare systems, with the limits to access

being set largely by a family’s disposable income.

In an ideal sense, “child welfare” should encompass every effort made by a

nation on behalf of its children. The concept should embrace policies which ensure

that parents are provided with the esteem and material rewards through employment

that will allow them to be effective parents. Child welfare should mean the

education system, day care, flexible work schedules, and a host of other supports

for children and parents. In reality, the term has come to encompass something

much narrower — the limited array of social services provided for children by

society after they have been neglected or abused. The term refers to services

focused on the placement of children away from their parents when their famiBes
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break down.

It is low—income people that must rely upon that system which most of us

view as child welfare. That system, says Philip Hepworth, is largely “a

crisis and rescue” operation. He’s rights It is a system that generally comes

into play the good intentions of parents have succumbed to the stresses

on the family associated with poverty, yielding to inaction that can easily be

branded “neglect” or to )Leaction that is clearly abusive to children —whether

involving physical assault, verbal harassment or other forms of mental cruelty.

Hepworth advises a fundamental shift away from the crisis focus to a develop

mental focus, geared to the prevention of poverty and family stress that so

frequently results in neglect, abuse and child apprehension.

While low—income families have only the ‘crisis and rescue’ services at their

disposal, middle-income and upper-income families face a different reality. Says

the •National Welfare Council, they, “can afford to buy into a very different net

work for dealing with their problems —a private, confidential and higher quality

system of family services.” The Council’s report was referring to everything

from private psychiatrists, psychologists and therapists to paid housekeepers

and “Nannies,” winter vacatons for beleaguered parent.,, and summer camps for

kids. “All of these are preventive services in the full meaning of the term: they

provide a safety valve to ease tension between parents and children, or allow

parents to spend more leisure time with their kids.”

At surface, parental inability to care for children is the reason for placing

children in care. And the state can only intervene when certain admittedly

reasonable standards of care are not being met —when parents are adjudged nwill

ing or unable to provide adequate care. As the National Council of Welfare states,

however, “What is often forgotten ... is that the term ‘unable or unwilling to

provide care’ is nothing more than a convenient administrative label lumping

together a wide variety of family problems, many of which stem from inadequate

income, unemployment and other factors that cannot fairly be blamed on their

victims.”

Changing Canada’ entire employment and income distribution system, however,

is not a target that is in close range, even if it is the essential solution in

the bulk of current child protection cases.

Native leaders and conscientious social workers alike are saying that, yes,
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there are more immediate solutions. “It’s a good thing to know how the system

is so stacked against poor kids,” a Native social worker know told me.

it doesn’t help those kids a damned bit to sit around philsophizing about a

revolution. And waiting for a revolution is not a luxury your emotions can

afford when you have to deal with those kids on a regular basis.”

So what are some of the reforms that Native people and people who work with

disadvantaged children envision?

One reform that is being tossed about presently is a subsidized adoption

program, a mechanism that would eliminate at least some of the income discrimina

tion that makes it so difficult for the poor to become adoptive parents. Such a

program would have an obvious impact on the availability of Native substitute care

homes. Subsidizing adoption care would also give formal recognition and support

to the many Native families which are, presently, assuming responsibility for the

children of relatives who are unable to provide care for their children. And

there are lots of them! Native parenting Ls more comrimnal than non-Native

parenting; Native parenting is shared extensively by relatives.

Another solution would involve making fostering more accessible by sub

stantially increasing monthly foster payments. Contrary to popular belief, fost

parenting is not a lucrative business; indeed, foster parents receive but a

partial subsidy for their nurturnat efforts.

While there are major variatons amongst provinces Tn terms of rnnth1y

foster payment rates, foster care is now valued, on average, at about one hundred

and twenty dollars for an infant or toddler. The rates go up with the age of a

child, so that, again, roughly, two hundred and twenty dollars is paid for

fostering a teenager.

The comparison may be wanting, but if I’m not mistaken, one day’s stay in a

hospital costs the public about the same as it costs to place a teenager in a

foster home for an entire month. You may see an unintended parallel here. that I

do not intend. I’m not suggesting that foster children are patients to be

“treated.” It could be strongly argued, however, that at least in the initial

months of a new foster placement, a child needs a greater quantity of time, energy

and intelligent consideration from foster parents than the average patient is

likely to receive in a hospital. And you don’t expect ILove. from a hospital staff.

If you don’t like that comparison, consider the fact that you’d be lucky to find

a kennel to accommodate your pet cocker spaniel when you go on a month-long vacation

for trie rates that are paid for fostering younger ci-ifldren. For a St. Bernard?
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Forget it!

Foster parenting, rather than being an easy way for low—income people to

“set up a kiddy farm,” is presently an enormous financial burden for any family

not commanding at least above-average incomes.

And let’s face it! Those skimpy foster care rates are yet another reflection

of the limited value this society places on women’s labour. Like parenting

generally, foster care is largely a burden that is born by women.

Which makes me turn to the well-worn idea, but unworn practice, of home

makers’ wages or at least a derivative of that idea. Many of the child neglect

caseloads in this country are filled out with the children of young single-parent

women living on subsistence welfare payments who simply cannot cope with the full

responsibilities of motherhood on the meagre incomes they command — in the work

place or on welfare.

Presently, to be young but ‘officially’ adult and to be female and single is

not a combination of circumstances that makes child—rearing an attractive career.

For those who fit the description, a child is often more like a one-way ticket to

a life-time of limited education and poverty — not to mention loneliness arid

heartache at the hands of casual (already married oi marriage—shy) mates who

‘jes’ don’t warina be fenced in by a women with another feller’s offspring?

A guaranteed parental income for women with children (and yes, even single-

parent men), perhaps tied to a qualifying procedure involving a parent-training

and support program riight go a long way to enable sole parents to fulfill their

roles with more ease. The cries of outrage that such a program would be “lic

ensing permissiveness” might be muted at least partially by the parent education

qualifications. For those who would still keep shouting that single—parenthood

would be encouraged by income-support rates above poverty levels, the National

Council on Welfare has a response: “The reality is that there a)Le. single men and

women with children to provide for. The reality is that most didn’t pt.an to be

single parents; circumstances along the way caused them to be widowed, divorced,

or deserted ...“

Another solution to the disparities in nurture associated with income

inequality would be the development of a comprehensive., tax—funded system of high

quality day care services. Day care allows women to work outside of the home as

well as parent; it allows single—parents to climb out of the perpetual, insured

impoverishment of welfare dependency. Day care also provides relief for many

of the tensions between parents and children that can culminate in nelect or abuse.
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Studies of model centres show that good day care is also good for children — as

good or better than the. care that can be provided in the home. ft provides a

child with a constant supply of energetic playmates and a stimulattng play and

learning environment that few families could hope to match. Good day care,

that is!

Presently, however, the type of day care that fits the guidelines advocated

by child development researchers is very hard to come by — for many parents, imp

ossible.

Unlike Europe Cboth Eastern and Western), Canada’s day care system is pre

sently only in its pioneering stages. While economic pressures on family

budgets in recent years have forced increasing numbers of women with young

children to work outside the home, the supply of day care has simply not arisen

to meet the obvious need. And women with young children are indeed being

virtually “forced” to work outside the home for economic reasons. Using federal

statistics, day care advocates will quickly tell you that if married women

with children did not take work outside the home as a second earner, an additional

sixty per cent more families would fall below the poverty line.

The federal government’s 1979 figures indicate that 721,000 children under

six years have mothers in the labour force. That sane year, only 86,780 of

those children (about 12 per cent) were receiving care in government-approved

day care spaces. Fewer than five per cent of the children under age two were

receiving approved care.

What happens to the other 88 per cent?

The majority are cared for in unregulated child care — relatives, private

babysitters, unlicensed centres.

Sometimes the alternatives are pretty good, sometimes not. Often it’s a

matter of luck. One thing is for certain, a good overall picture of the quality

of care provided by relatives, babysitters and unlicensed day care homes cannot

be painted. It’s a private affair, generally free from any monitoring and out

of the purview of parents who, after all, are at work.

Many experts, however, bel-teve that there are a lot of pretty unpleasant

stories to tell.

Howard Clifford, head of the National Day Care Information Centre in

Ottawa, says that in his fifteen years working in the field he’s heard “one

horror story after another.” As examples, he cites children being left
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unattended, parents discovering their babysitters to be rsychotic, extreme

physical punishment, and common complaints that values at variance with those

of parents are beinQ kposed on children by babysitters.

Clifford would like to see a comprehensive universal system made evail.2ble

to all, like other services such as medicare and education. Both East Germany

and France have such systems.

Affordable day care is just not available to most people in Canada.

According to Howard Clifford, the alternatives are not only often devastating for

kids, they are enormously expensive for society as a whole. “Even if ten per cent

of the country’s children are in damaging conditions — and that’s a conservative

estimate — over the next few years the consequences in terms of school, social

and mental health problems would bankrupt us.”

The fastest rate of growth in the labour market is amongst mothers who

have children under age two — the very group for whom day care is least available.

So it’s no trivial issue.

Day care is a particularly pressing need of low-income working parents

and single-parent families — for both parents and children. High quality day care

been shown to enhance children’s intellectual development, thus better preparing

them for effective performance in the school system. American psychologist

Irving Lazar reports a major study of a pre-school project in Ypsilanti, t4ichigan.

that follo.ied low-income minority group children from an graded day care oro

gram through school to age fifteen. The children were matched with a control

group that did not attend day care. The study found that :he day care “grads”

scored higher on reading, language and mathematics achiement tests. Fewer

of the day care kids ended up in special classes and fewer had developed anti

social and delinquent tendencies.

Yes! There reforms that can make a difference for children.

**********

The system of child welfare services n this countr”, is failing Native

children; it is also failing White children. In voicing their concerns about

Native children and pressing their demands for change, Native people are speaking

indirectly to us all on behalf of Canada’s most precious esource — our children.

People like Bob Pringle, Howard Clifford, Wayne Christian and Marcelline

ianuel believe that the children on Indian reserves and i urban slums, no

matter what their ethnic origins or colo.ur, are every bit as precious as the

children of Shaughnessy.
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